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Abstract

The Scalable Coherent Interfaee (SCI) is an emerging IEEE
standard that provides computer-bus-like services to a set of nodes
via fast, unidirectional links. This paper presents the first detailed
performance study of the SCI ring, using both analytical models
and simulation. Performance is analyzed for uniform and non-
uniform traffic, and the effect of the ring’s flow control protocol is
studied.

The queueing model is based on an M/G/l queue, aug-
mented to include the effect of packet trains on the mean and vari-
ance of the source transmission time. The model is validated
against simulation results, and shown to be quantitatively accurate
for uniform workloads, and at least quslhatively accurate for non-
uniform workloads. The flow control mechanism is shown to
effectively prevent node starvation and reduee the ability of nodes
to unfairly consume ring bandwidth, but at the cost of decreased
overall ring utilization. The SCI ring is also comp~ed to a stan-
dard bus, modeled with a simple M/G/l queue, and shown to pro-
vide substantially higher throughputs and lower latency than a bus
with realistic clock speeds.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Scalable Coherent Interfaee (SCI) is a proposed IEEE
standard that provides very-high-performance, bus-like ftmctional-
ity to a large number of processor nodes ~EEE91, Gust92]. Using
a packet-based communication protocol based on unidirectional
links connected in a ring, it provides a shared-memory interface,
including cache coherence, to the nodes. The protocol has been
developed over a period of approximately four years, has included
participation by representatives of dozens of companies and many
universities and has assembled appropriate expertise in many dif-
ferent disciplines to solve the plethora of problems associated with
a novel design.

The SCI includes protocols at three different levels: the
physical level, the logical level, and the cache-coherence level.
The logical level provides the protocol for reliably transmitting
packets between nodes. The node interfaez consists of two uni-
duectional links, an input and an output, which are used to connect
nodes together in the basic topology of a ring. The ring can in
theory be arbitrarily hinge, but performance considerations lead to
the expectation that a ring will be limited to a modest number of
processors, numbering at most a few dozen and perhaps u few as
two. Larger systems can be built by connecting together multiple
rings by means of switches, that is, nodes containing more than a
single interfaw.

The ring is unusual in that eaeh node provides a bypass
buffer capable of storing temporarily a packet arriving from its
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upstream neighbor while it is transmitting a packet. This buffer
allows nodes to transmit concurrently rather than having to wait
for a token, but results in long latency if all nodes happen to ini-
tiate transmission simultaneously on an idle ring. Because of the
novel construction of the ring and the attendant clock rates achiev-
able in the design, very high performance is expected, and a peak
baodwidth of one gigabyte per second is easy to &monstrate. The
nature of the protocol, however, makes both the achievable
bsrtdwidth and the observed latency much harder to pre&ct.
Reported here is the most detailed study to date attempting to
analyze the performance of a single ring. It includes analyzing the
performance under a vmiety of conditions, including the number
of nodes in the ring, the service rate of queues, the size of packek,
and the dktribution of sources and destinations for the packets. In
addition, a mechanism to assure fairness in the ring is investigated
to assess its impact on the performance. The SCI protocol does
provide priority scheduling, but this aspect of the protocol is not
investigated in this study. The ring is studied both by the use of an
analytical model and through simulation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 of the paper deseribes the protocol of the SCI logical layer.
Section 3 describes the analytical model. Section 4 presents snd
analyzes the results of the study, and Section 5 summarizes the
conclusions.

2. THE SCI LOGICAL-LEVEL PROTOCOL

The key idea behind the SCI logical level protocol is the
use of unidirectional, point-to-point tinks that can be clocked at a
rate independent of the signal latency between nodes. The basic
building block of art SCI system is a ring (sometimes called a
ringlet) of two or more nodes conneeted by these links. The pro-
tocol is designed such that short of an actual hardware failure
packets are gttammteed to be accepted by each node that they pass
through as they traverse the ring. Therefore, a node can output a
symbol of information on every clock cycle, and there is no direct
feedback from a node to its upstream neighbor. A packet might
not be accepted by its destination, however, due to queue conges-
tion. The protocol uses packet-level acknowledgements to deal
with this issue.

2.1. Basic Protocol

This section presents a summary of the basic protocol.
Details such as ring initialization and error detection/recovery are
not eovere~ nor is all the functionality of the standard presented.
Buffer management is somewhat sirnplifie~ we assume a single
transmit and receive queue per node, whereas the actual system
requires dual queues in order to support a higher IIevel protocol.
The cache coherence level of the SCI standard is not considered at
all. Much more detail can be found in the standard fiEEE91].

A packet traversing an SCI ring is sent from a source node
to a target node in the form of a send packet. The target node then
strips the send packet, and returns an echo packet around the
remainder of the ring. This echo packet tells the source node
whether or not the send packet was accepted by the target. If the
packet was not aecepte~ then the source must retransmit it.

A send packet consists of a 16 byte header and an optional
data component of up to 256 bytes. The header contains
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command and control information, a 16-bh CRC (Cyclic Redun-
dancy Check) and a 64-bit memory address (16-bh node id and
48-bit intra-node address). We assume a data component size of
64 bytes, which corresponds to the SCI cache line size. Echo
packets are 8 bytes long. We assume a 16 bit link width (the stan-
d~d defines both a 16 bit copper implementation and a serial, fiber
optic implementation)

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an SCI node and ring
interface. A node transmits a symbol onto its output link on every
SCI cycle. When a node has no packet to transmi~ it sends an idle
symbol. When a source desires to send a packet over the ring, it
places the packet in its transmit queue. If the ring buffer is empty
and the node is not currently transmitting a packet from the
stripper, the send packet is immediately output onto the ring.
When a source packet is transmitted, a copy must either must be
saved at the head of the queue (thus blocking further transmis-
sions) or placed into an optional uctive buffer. The copy is either
discarded or used for retransmission when the echo packet is
received.

Upon arrival at the downstream node, a send packet is
parsed and either stripped or passed along the ring. In the absence
of contention, a passing packet may be routed directly from the
stripper to the output link. If the ring buffer is not empty or the
transmit queue at the node is currently transmitting a packe~ the
passing packet is routed into the ring buffer. If a passing packet
and a source packet are ready to transmit on the same cycle, the
trrmsrnit queue is given priority and the passing packet is routed to
the ring buffer.

When the trsnsmit queue is done transmitting a packet, if
the ring buffer has accumulated any symbols, output resumes from
the ring buffer (which may still be receiving symbols from the
stipper). This is known as the recovery stage, and lasts until the
ring buffer is completely emptied. The node is not allowed to
transmit another source packet during the recovery stage. To
empty the ring buffer, the node either must see gaps in the stream
of incoming packets, or create gaps in the packet stream by strip-
ping packets for which it is the target. During these gaps, the
buffer can be drained while not being simultaneously filled. If the
ring buffer is empty after a source transmission completes, then
there is no recovery stage.

When a send packet reaches its targe~ it is stripped and
either placed into the receive queue (space permitting) or dis-
carded. The node uses the bandwidth created by stripping the
packet to insert idle symbols, transmit symbols from the transmit
queue or drain the ring buffer, The last four symbols of the send
packet are replaced with an echo packet that continues its way
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Figure 1: An SCI Node

around the ring to the packet’s source. At the source, the echo
packet is matched with a saved send packet in an active buffer or
at the head of the transmit queue, and the appropriate action is
taken (dscarding or retransmitting the send packet).

One last feature of the protocol that needs mentioning is
that packets are always separated by at least one idle symbol. This
allows the stripper to periodically delete an idle symbol, if neces-
sary to adjust for a slowly varying clock period between neighbors
(this is known as ekzrticify). It also assures timely distribution of
priority and other information carried in the idle symbols. We do
not consider elasticity or priorities here, but do require the inter-
vening idle symbols. For the purposes of the basic model, this is
equivalent to increasing the length of all packets by one symbol.

2.2. Flow Control

The basic protocol described above works fine for uniform
@affic rates and routing distributions. However, it allows for
nodes to be unfairly starved in the presence of certain non-uniform
traffic patterns. Consider a node that partially tills its ring buffer
during a transmit queue transmission. If the node then receives a
continuous s~esm of passing packets, then its recovery stage can
take arbitrarily long, denying it the chance to transmit another
packet. For this reason, the SCI protocol includes a flow cotmol
mechanism that uses go bits in the idle symlmls to enforce an
approximate round robin ordering under heavy loads. The flow
control mechanism is complicated by a priority mechanism that
pwtitions the ring’s bandwidth between high and low priority
nodes. While the priority mechanism has certain special uses,
such as in real-time systems, it is not liiely to be used for general
purpose multiprocessors. We assume that all nodes have equal
priority, and present the simpler flow control mechanism that
results.

Each idle symbol contains ago bit which is either set (mak-
ing it a go-idle) or cleared (making it a stop-idle). The stripper
passes all idles and passing packets (as well as ethos for packets
that it strips) to the transmitter stage of the node interface. When
it strips a packet, it fills the empty slots with idle symbols. When
a node is not transmitting a packet from its transmit queue and is
not in the recovery stage, it simply passes all symbols -- send,
echo and idle -- from the stripper to its output link. Whenever the
transmitter emits a go-idle, it continues to emit go-idles until the
next packet boundary, possibly converting passing stop-idles into
go-idles (this is called go-bit extension).

A node may only transmit a source packet immediately fol-
lowing a go-idle. During transmission of a packe~ a node main-
tains the inclusive-OR of all go bits it receives from the stripper.
If the ring buffer does not fill up at all during transmission, then
the node postpends an idle symbol to its packet using the saved go
bit it maintained during the transmission, and then continues to
either transmit another source packet or output symbols horn the
stripper.

If the ring buffer does fill up at all during transmit queue
tmnsrnissiom then the node enters the recovery stage. All idles
sent during the recovery stage, including the idle postpended to the
original source tmmsmission, are stop-idles. The node continues,
however, to maintain the inclusive-OR of go bits it receives
throughout the recovery stage. When the recovery stage ends (the
last symbol is drained from the ring buffer), the saved go bit is. ..
released in the postpending idle just as it was for the postpending
idle of a source transmission when the recovery state was not
entered.

The stop idles that are transmitted during a recovery stage
inhibit the downstream neighbors from sending new packets and
eventually provide enough slack for the node to drain its ring
buffer and send a packet. In the absence of contention, all idles on
the ring will be go-idles, and a newly arriving send packet can
always be sent immediately.
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3. ANALYTICAL MODEL

This section presents ananalyticrtl performance model of
the SCI ring. The model is useful for a variety of reasons: it
allows the quick exploration of a large state space, it’s precisely
defined and can be implemented by other researchers and
engineers, and it helps us gain insight into the processes being
modeled. Results from the model, as well as from detailed simula-
tions, will be presented in section 4.

The model is based upon an approximate, iterative solution
of the M/G/l queue [Klei75] (see Figure 2). It does not consider
flow control, limited active buffers or target queue overflow. The
effect of these factors can be determined from simulation results.
The model does consider, and effectively deals with, ring buffer
fill-up during transmit queue transmissions, the transmission

recovery process, the formation and effect of packet trainsl, non-
homogeneous packet arrival rates and non-uniform packet destina-
tion probabilities, delays due to queueing in ring buffers and vari-
ance of transmit queue service times. We present only a summary
of the model here, Klghlighting the important aspects of the
approach.

3.1. Model Inputs

In uts to the model are the ring size (N), packet arrival
rates (~i), routing probabilities (zij), packet lengths
(lti, l&U, lCCkO),packet type ratio ~ti, ~ti), transmission delay
(TWi,.) and parsing delay (Tw,,,). Note that each node has a dis-
tinct arrival rate and a distinc~ possibly non-uniform packet desti-
nation probability distribution.

3.2. Discussion of Model Equations

The model equations are given in Appendix A. Equations
(1) though (14) are straightforward. In the first twelve equations
quantities such as mean and variance of packets lengths, link utili-
zations, and various throughputs and ratios are derived directly
from the inputs. Note that packet lengths include the idle symbols.
The model then ignores these idles and considers only the remain-
ing “free” idles.

Two key assumptions in the model are that the number of
idle symbols between packet trains is geometrically distributed
and that packet trains contain a gtmmetrically distributed number

of packetsz. Thus the probability than an idle symbol is dkectly
followed by a packet, Pph,i, is the inverse of the mean time
between packet trains (Equation (15)), and the expected remaining
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W=(Q-p)S+pL

Figure 2 The M/G/l queue

A - arrival rate; S - mean service timq V - vmiance of service time;
c - coefficient of variation; p - utilization; Q - mean queue lengti,
L - mean residual life: W- mean wait time

‘Note that these ckei trsias axise fmm cottisions be$weea passing packets
anrtsnurcepackets asw$asfromtheinsatioa oftraim @tsourcenodes.

‘We comman on the accuracy of these and other medel assumptions in see-
tion 4.9.

length of a passing packet train that is interrupted by the arrival of
a packet from the transmit queue is equrd to the mean length of a
packet trtiin (fist occurrence of ltiin,i in Equation (16)).

The transmit queue service time includes the recovery
period, which lasts until the ring buffer is empty. Thus total ser-
vice time is equal to the time that would elapse if we were to simp-
ly discard the send packet and wait until a number of idle sym-
bols equal to the length of the packet passed through the node.
The first half of Equation (16) accounts for the possible residual
life of a passing packet train when a send packet arrives to an idle
transmit queue. The smond half accounts for the remaining time
taken to observe the required number of idle symbols. After each
of the idle symbols, another packet train passes through with pro-
bability Px,i.

Equations (18) - (22) compute new estimates of coupliig
probabilities. The second term of Equation (18) considers new
couplings that are formed when a source packet is injected at node
i. Equation (19) calculates the mean number of coupled packets
that enter the stripper at node i for each packet stripped where
stripped packets include echo packets that are consumed and send
packets that are converted into echo packets. Equation (21) con-
siders couplings from the upstream neighbor that are destroyed by
the stripper at node i. Equation (22) computes the net effect of
stripping packets and removing couplings. Note that we assume in
these equations that coupling probabilities are not correlated with
packet length. The relation between service time and coupliig
probabilities is cyclic. The equations are solved iteratively until
the coupling probabilities converge.

After the above convergence, several metrics can be com-
puted. The variance of the packet train length (Equation (24)) is
computed using the geometic distribution of the number of pack-
ets in a packet train. The variance of the transmit queue service
time (Equation (26)) is computed using the binomial dktribution
of the number of packet trains arriving during the
transmission/recovery period. The variance calculation in Equa-
tion (26) also assumes that the total recovery time is a constant
(Equation (25)) times the last term of Equation (16). That is, we
assume a strong correlation between the delay due to packet trains
arriving during the recovery period (the last term of Equation (16))
and the residual life of a passing packet train (the first half of
Equation (16)). Fhdly, the mean backlog seen by a passing
packet at node i (Equation (32)) is computed by dividing the total
backlog created by an injected packet, by the mean number of
passing packets per injected packet.

Experience implementing this model has shown that con-
vergence is faster for smaller ring sizes. We required average
change in coupling probabilities to be less than 10_s for conver-
gence. Approximately 10 iterations were needed for N=4, 30 for
N=16 and 110 for N=64. Total time to solve the model for N=64
on a DECstation 3100 is about 1 second. Comparable simulation
time (simulating 9.3 million cycles, as was done for this paper) is
over 4 hours.

4. RESULTS

Thii section presents results derived from both the analyti-
cal model and a detailed parameter-driven simulator of the SCI
ring. The inputs to the model and to the simulator are identical.
The ring is modeled as an open system (Poisson arrivals), with the
mrival rates, packet lengths, mix of packet types, routing probabil-
ities, ring size, wire transmission delay and packet parsing delay
specified w inputs. The simulator has the addhiona.1 abilhy to
consider flow control and limited buffer space (active buffers and
receive queues). Since the ring is modeled as an open system,
latency becomes infinite as saturation is reached. An actual sys-
tem, of course, would have a limit to the number of queued or out-
standing requests, and nodes would be strolled at some point rather
than continuing to add requests. Section 4.6 illustrates the com-
ponent of total delay due to queueing.

The unit of length in the model and simulator is one link
width, and the unit of time is one clock cycle. We assume (as per
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the standard) a 16-bit link with a 2 ns cycle time. Using these
assumptions, we present output latencies in ns and throughputs in
bytes per m. Throughputs are calculated using the entire packet,
including address, command and control information. Section 4.7
considers sustained data throughput using a read requestlread
response model.

Many other parameters have been fixed or limited in order
to make the problem space tractable. Since the numlxr of nodes
in a ring is expected to be small, we analyzed ring sizes of 4 and
16 nodes. Except where noted, we assumed that 60% of send
packets were address/command only (16 bytes), and 40% included
data blocks (80 bytes) (we refer to these as address packets and
data packets for the remainder of the paper). This corresponds to a
workload in which most of the traffic consists of paired address
and data packets. We assume a fixed minimum delay of 4 cycles
per node traversed by a packe~ one cycle to gate a symbol onto an
output link, one cycle for the symbol to reach its downstream
neighbor and two cycles to parse a symbol before routing it to the
local node or to the next output link. Message latencies also
include one cycle to originally queue the packet, and a delay equal
to the packet length to consume the packet as it arrives at the tar-
get node. We assume unlimhed active buffers at each node, but
only one or two active buffers are actually needed to approximate
tils [scot91].

The simulator implements the protocol described in section
2 on a cycle by cycle basis, explicitly tracking each symbol on the
ring. Simulations were run for 9.3 million cycles each, and 9070

confidence intervals were computed using the method of batched
means. Confidence intervals were generally under or about 1%,
except near saturation, where they sometimes increased to a few
percent.

4.1. Uniform traffic

Figure 3 shows the performance of 4- and 16-node SCI
rings with uniform arrival rates and routing probabilities and no
flow control, Each graph includes three sets of data, one with all
address packets, one with all data packets and one with Lfo~O data
packets. Both simulation and model results are shown. The
model is very accurate for the 4-node ring. For the 16-node ring,
the model is accurate for the all-address-packet workload, but
underestimates latency under moderate to heavy loading for the
other workloads. Even for the worst case, however, the model
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provides a good estimate for the behavior of the ring. The reason
for the error is identified and dkcussed in section 4.9.

Throughput is higher for the workload with larger packet
sizes. There are two reasons for thii. Firs~ a smaller proportion
of the ring bandwidth is used for the idle symbols that must
separate each packet (we include only bytes within packets in the
throughput measure). Second, the bandwidth consumed by echo
packets becomes smaller relative to the bandwidth used by send
packets. Throughput could also be increased by use of packet
locality. Unlike a shared bus, a ring requires less bandwidth if the
packets are sent a shorter d~tance (message latency is similarly
reduced). For the purposes of this paper, we assume equally ds-
&ibuted destinations.

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of flow control on uniform
traffic for ring sizes of 4 and 16. Each graph includes two sets of
data one with all address packets, and one with all data packets.
Results for the mixed address/data workload fall in between these.
We can see that even with uniform traffic loading, flow control
significantly reduces the maximum throughput. The reason for
this is that there are times when a node cannot transmit a source
packet, even though there we available slots in which to do so,
because another node has stopped sending go bits in order to clear
its ring buffer, The degradation is greater for the 16-node ring
than for the 4-node ring. Simulations indicate that the throughput
degradation from flow control is greatest for ring sizes in the 10 to
20 range, and actually lessens slightly for larger rings [Scot91].

4.2. Node Starvation

‘Ms section examines the situation in which a node is inM-
bited from transmitting by reducing the number of breaks it sees in
its pass-though traffic. Figure 5 presents the performance for 4-
and 16-no& rings where all nodes are routing uniformly, except
that no packets are routed to node O (the starved node). Mean
message latencies are plotted for indkidttal source nodes (labeled
PO, PI, etc.). In Figure 5(a), we see that PO saturates before the
other nodes. As the throughput per node reaches about 3.2
bytes/node/ns, PO’s arrivals can no longer be satisfied and its mes-
sage latency goes to infinity (recall that thii is simulated as an
open system). As PI, P2 and P3 increase their throughput beyond
this point, the realized throughput of PO is acturdly driven back
down to O. This causes the unusual shape in the curves for P1 and
P2. Pl, P2 and P3 all reach the same saturation bandwidth.
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Figure 3: Uniform ~affic without flow control
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The equations in the model assume that the system is not in
saturation, so in order to model the behavior after PO has saturated,
the model detects saturated queues, and automatically throttles
back the corresponding arrival rates to keep the transmit queue
utilization at exactly one. The model qualitatively predicts correct
behavior, including the throttling of PO’s throughput and the
corresponding inflection points in the PI curve. However, the
model underestimates the impact of the non-uniform traffic, and
quantitative error is fairly large when the starved node is in satura-
tion.

For a ring size of 16 (Figure 5(b)), the disparity between
nodes is not as pronounced. The starved node reaches abnost as
high a bandwidth as the other nodes before it saturates. This is
because the non-uniform routing causes smaller differences in link
utilizations for the larger ring. The model correctly Prdlcts the
spread in performance between the starved node (PO) and tie least
affected node (P15). The absolute error, however, is fairly
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significant under heavy loads.

Figure 6 demonstrates the effect of flow control on node
starvation. Parts (a) and (b) show the message latency for each
node as the traffic is varied. In parts (c) and (d), the ring is in
saturation (all ncdes are trying to send as often as possible), and
the realized throughput for each node is shown.

In Figure 6(a), we see that the addition of flow control
reduces the dkparity between the performance of the four nodes,
but at an overall reduction in throughput. The throughput of PO is
not d.rhen back down by the other nodes, as it is without flow con-
trol. Note, however, that the performance is not fully equalized;
PO achieves a smaller maximum throughput than PI, P1 achieves a
smaller maximum throughput than P2, etc.

Figure 6(c) shows the saturation bandwidths for the 4-node
ring with PO still being starved. Without flow control, Pl, P2 and
P3 all achieve the same throughpu~ but PO is completely starved.
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Figure 4: Effect of flow control on uniform traffic
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Because the ring is fully utilized and it is not receiving any pack-
ets, it has no opportunities in which to transmit a packet (i.e it
enters an infinite recovery stage). The flow control mechanism
successfully deals with thk problem. With flow control, the total
ring throughput is reduced slightly, and the throughput of the
non-starved nodes is reduced significantly, but the starved node is
no longer kept from transmitting. The flow control mechanism
does not achieve full equal partitioning of bandwidth, however.
The throughput of a node is litnhed by how quickly it can empty
its ring buffer after a transmission, and the flow control protocol
guarantees that even a smrved node will make forward progress in
the recovery stage by throttling downstream transmissions and
thus creating gaps in its incoming packet stream. However, anode
whose pass-through traffic is lower overall (due to non-uniform
traffic) will still be able to recovery more quickly on average.

Figure 6(b) shows the effect of flow control for a ring size
of 16 with PO being starved. The addition of flow control abnost
completely equalizes the performance of the various nodes (again
at an overall reduction in ring capacity). Figure 6(d) shows the
saturation bandwidths for the 16-node ring. Although the impact
on PO was small under light to medium traffic, PO is completely
starved when the ring is fully loaded. Flow control reduces the
realized throughput of the non-starved nodes and allows the
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starved node to transmit. The bandwidth is much more equally
divided than it was for the 4-node ring. This is because the differ-
ences in link utilizations caused by the non-uniform traffic are
smaller for the larger ring.

4.3. Hot Sender

In this section, we examine the ring’s behavior in the pres-
ence of a “hot sender” (a node that attempts to use as much ring
bandwidth as possible). Figure 7 presents the performance for 4-
and 16-node rings where packet destinations are uniformly dktri-
buted, but node O always wants to transmit a packet. Pl, the first
downmeam node from the hot sender, is severely affected by the
extra traffic. The hot node degrades the performance of all other
nodes on the ring, affecting the closest nodes more heavily.

The model is very accurate for a ring size of four (Figure
7(a)). For a ring size of 16 (Figure 7(b)), the model is qualita-
tively accurate, but slightly un&restirnates latency for most of the
nodes, and significantly overestimates the latency for the immedL
ate downstream neighbor of the hot node (the reason that the
model overestimates PI’s latency is actually that it underestimates
PO’s latencv (the hot node). allowing PO to send more than it,-
would in re~i~y).
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Figure 8 demonstrates the effect of flow control on a hot
sender. Parts (a) and (b) show the message latencies for each node
as a fimction of throughput. The addition of flow control equal-
izes the effect of the hot node on the message latency for the other
nodes on the ring. Performance is improved for some nodes and
degraded for others, but the hot node’s downstream neighbor is no
longer severely penalized.

This phenomenon can be clearly seen in parts (c) and (d),
which show vertical slices of the throughput-latency curves under
moderate throughput from the “cold” nodes (O.194 bytes/ns in Fig-
ure 8(c), 0.048 bytes/ns in Figure 8(d)). Without flow control, the
mean message latencies experienced by the cold nodes vary
significantly, with the closest downstream nodes being affected the
most. With flow control, the hot node affects all other nodes
approximately equally. The nearest downstream node, in particu-
lar, is no longer subjected to extremely large latencies. The
improved ring fairness is achieved at the expense of the hot
sender’s throughput. Without flow control, it realizes a rate of
0.670 bytes/ns on the 4-node ring. With flow control, it realizes
only 0.550 bytes/ns. For the 16-node ring, the hot sender’s
throughput is reduced from 0,526 bytes/ns to 0.293 bytes/ns. For
certain applications, most notably real-time systems, it may be
desirable to allow one node or a set of nodes to consume more
than their share of ring bandwidth. SCI provides a priori~
mechanism to satisfy this requirement.

In addition to hot senders and node starvation, we have
examined producer-consumer and other non-uniform workloads.
Though not presented here, the results are similm. The flow con-
trol mechanism reduces the effects of greedy nodes on the rest of
the ring, and provides all nodes with a reasonable approximation
to their share of the bandwidth, regardless of the non-uniformities
present in the communication pattern.

4.4. Comparison to a Conventional Bus

This section compares the SCI ring to a conventional, syn-
chronous bus. The prime advantage of SCI, at the logical-layer
level, is its use of fas~ point-to-point links. The unidirectional
nature of the communication allows the cycle time to be limited
only by the speed of the technology. Standard ECL circuitry
available in 1992 allows a 2 m clock. To compare this against a
conventional bus, we developed a simple M/G/l bus model. The
model assumes no overhead for arbitration, and single-cycle
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synchronous transmission in 32-bit chunks. The pin-out for an
SCI interface is also 32 bhs (16-bh input link plus 16-bit output
link).

Figure 9 compares the throughput-latency characteristics of
an SCI ring to a bus as the bus cycle time is varied. Data for the
SCI ring are horn the simulator with flow control in effect. We
assume a workload of 60% address packets (16 bytes) and 40%
data packets (80 bytes). Ring/bus sizes of 4 artd 16 nodes are
used. If a synchronous bus had the same cycle time as the SCI
ring, it would clearly provide better performance. This is due not
only to the bus’ greater width, but to the single cycle broadcast
latency. With a bus cycle time of 4ns, latency is still lower when
lightly loaded, but the maximum throughput is also lower. This is
due to the bus’ lack of concurrency.

As the bus cycle time is increased, the latency goes up
significantly, and the maximum throughput drops off significantly.
Realistic bus cycle times range from 20 to 100 m. A typical high
performance shared bus has a 30 m cycle time. The Stardent
Titan graphics supercomputer uses a 31.25 m bus [Siew91], for
example, and the Silicon Graphics Power Series computers use a
30 m bus [Grap89]. The ELXSI System 6400 used expensive
twisted-pair ECL with differential signaling for their shared back-
plane, achieving a cycle time of 25 ns [01s083]. The SCI ring pro-
vides far greater bandwidth and lower latency than a bus of com-
parable width running at 20 m or slower.

As the number of nodes on a ring increases, the average
message latency will increase. As the number of nodes on a bus
increases, the average message latency will also increase, due to
greater contention for the bus and because the cycle time of the
bus will have to be increased to accommodate the greater capaci-
tive loading and longer physical distances. Because of the
increased cycle time, the total bandwidth of the bus will decrease
as well. The cycle time of an SCI ring is independent of ring size.

4.5. Sustained Data Throughput using a Request/Response
Model

This section considers total sustained data transfer rates on
a ring. We assume that the ring traffic consists solely of read
request packets and their associated read response packets. Laten-
cies represent an address packet transmission from a processor to a
memory, followed by a data packet transmission from the memory
to the processor including receipt of the entire data block (memory
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Figure 7: Hot sender without flow control
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lookup time is not included). We use a data block size of 64
bytes, and the throughput includes only the data bytes.

The results are shown in Figure 10. Since an address
packet is 16 bytes and a data packet includes a 16 byte header
along with the 64 bytes of data, exactly two thirds of the send
packet symbols contain data. The actual data throughput is thus
two thirds of the total throughput. The throughput shown in Fig-
ure 10 is the total ring throughpu~ measured in gigabytes per
second.

4.6. Breakdown of Message Latency

In this section, we break the mean message latency into
several components. Figure 11 plots results from the analytical
model for ring sizes of 4 and 16. The packet traflic is uniform,
with 4~0 of the packets containing 64-byte data blocks. The
latency is broken into 4 components. The Fixai curve represents
latency due to wire transmission delay and fixed switching over-
heads. The Transit curve represents the time from when a
transmit queue begins transmitting until the packet is consumed at
the destination. The dtiference between these two curves is due to
delays passing through the ring buffers. The Idle Source curve
represen~ the latency seen by a packet arriving at an idle transmit
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queue (there are no packets in front of it and the node is not in the
recovety stage). The difference between the Transit curve and this
curve represents the time a source packet may have to wait while a
packet tinishes passing through the node. The Total curve
represents total, end-to-end latency. The gap between the Transit
curve and this curve represents the total time a packet is queued at
a transmit queue before receiving permission to Wnsmit.

Most of the latency under heavy loads is due to waiting in
the transmit queues. In a closed system (where there is a limit on
the number of queued packets), the delay due to transmit queueing
would level off at some point, Delay due to buffer backlog
becomes more significant relative to transmit queueing delay as
the ring size is increased from 4 to 16. For very large rings,
transmission delay becomes dominant except when the ring is very
close to saturation.

4.7. Discussion of Model

Below we identify several possible sources of error in our
analytical model, and discuss the likely significance of each.

F~st, we assume geometrically distributed inter-packet-
train spacing, whereas simulations show that certain lengths of
spaces are much more common. For example, the space created
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by replacing an address packet with an echo packet occurs with
high frequency. However, simulation estimates of the coefficient

transmit queue is idle, and higher than average when the transmit
queue is active (during the transmission/recovery stage). This

of variation of the inter-packet-train spacing, are very close to 1.
Thus, we do not anticipate that this assumption causes significant

causes the model to underestimate the length of the recovery stage,
thus underestimating the overall message latency. The error

error. increases as the mean length of the recovery period increases,
which causes the error to grow for larger rings and packet sizes.

Second, in computing the variance of the recovery period,
we do not know the correlation between the residual life of a pass-
ing packet train and the remaining portion. We assume a correla-
tion of one, and treat the portion due to residual life of a passing
packet train as a constant multiplier to the remaining recovery
time (Equation (25)). This slightly overestimates the service time
variance, but we do not believe this causes significant error.

Two worthwhile directions for future research are to reduce
the error in the current model and to extend the model to account
for flow control.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a performance study of rite SCI ring,
including a description of the logical-level protocol, an efficient,
analytical performance model, and extensive simulation results.
The performance of the SCI ring was analyzed under uniform and
non-uniform workloads and with and without the flow umtrol
mechanism. The SCI ring was rdso compared to a conventional
shared bus.

Finally, we assume that the transmit queue utilization and
the pass-through ring utilization are independent. That is, the
model assumes we see the same rate of passing packets regardless
of whether the transmit queue is in use. This is the primary source
of error in rhe rnodef. We have found using the simulator that the
pass-through traffic tends to be lower than average when the
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Figure 11: Breakdown of Message Latency

The analytical model developed for the SCI ring did not
consider the flow control mechanism, but was found to be accurate
for both uniform and non-uniform communication patterns.
Where quantitative error was greater, qualitative behavior was still
predicted correctly. The prim~ source of error in the model was
identified, and will be the topic of further research along with
extensions to model flow control mechanisms.

The SCI flow control mechanism effectively prevents node
starvation, providing all nodes with their approximate fair share of
the ring bandwidth. Non-uniform routing still affects the realized
node throughputs to some exten~ however, with the effect being
greater for smaller ring sizes. The flow control mechanism also
equalizes the negative impact that a hot node has on the rest of the
ring. Without flow control, the downstream neighbors of a hot
node see substantially increased message Iatencies.

The fairness provided by the flow control mechanism
comes at the cost of overall ring throughput. Maximum
throughput is reduced by up to 30%. The impact is greatest for
ring sizes of 8 to 32, and is negligible for a ring size of 2. We are
investigating possible modifications to the flow control mechanism
that would gracefully increase ring throughput in return for
reduced fairness.

In comparing the SCI ring to a conventional bus, the clock
speed was considered along with the number of cycles needed to
convey a message. Although the number of cycles is lager for the
ring, the faster clock speed gives a significant advantage. A 32-bit
bus would have to have a 4 ns clock to be competitive with a 16-
bit wide SCI ring with a 2 ns clock (and even then it would have a
lower saturation bandwidth). While a 2 ns clock for SCI is realiz-
able in 1992 with standard ECL circuitry, typical high perfor-
mance multiprocessor buses have cycle times of about 30 m.

With a 16-bh width and 2 m cycle time, the SCI ring pro-
vides a total peak throughput of over 1 gigabyte per second. Com-
munication locality and larger packet sizes increase thk number,
while flow control overhead decreases it. Given a read
request/read response model and 64-byte data blocks, a total data
&msfer rate of approximately 600-800 megabytes per second can
be sustained over a single ring. The flow control mechanism parti-
tions this bandwidth fairly among all participating nodes. The SCI
standard leaves room for future improvements by both increasing
the link width and decreasing the cycle time.
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Appendix A — Performance Model Equations

Model inputs:

N Number of nodes per ring

z; j Fraction of node i’s packets routed to node j

k; Transmit queue packet amival rate at node i

f&. Fraction of send packets that ae data packets

{~ Fraction of send packets that are addr packets

Length (in symbols) of a data packet (including post-
pended idle)

I&, Length of an address packet
lec~ Length of art echo packet
TWW, Number of cycles to traverse a wire
Tw= Number of cycles to parse a packet

Preliminary calculations:

Mean length of a send packet

l.,~ = fti 1~ i-f& le

Meart throughput at node i

Xi= Aj (1=~-1)

Total packet arrival rate

N-1

Ling = ~ ‘i

i=tl

Rate of echo packets passing through node i

‘echo,i = x ‘j $, ‘jk
j+i

(AN)

Rate of data packets passing through node i

j-l
r&ti,i = fti x ‘j ~ ‘jk

j-” k =i+l
(mcdN)

Rate of address packets passing through node i

j–~
r~,i ‘f&r x ‘j & ‘jk

j*”
(AN)

Total rate of packets passing through node i

~= r,ch.,i + r*m,i + rddr,i = ~ ~jrw$,l

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Rate of packets routed to node i

Mean number of passed packets

node i

(8)

per injected packet at

(9)

Utilization of node i’s output link by passing packets

u J—r~ti,il~m + r~r,il~r + reChO,,~C~pw,i — (lo)

Mean length of a passing packet at node i

u.
lpW,i – r~~’

—— (11)

Residual life of passing packet at node i

[ 1rhti,ilkti + r&, ilL + reh,i&hO 1
L@,i = ——

2U~*,i 2
(12)

Calculations inside iteration:

bh,i

lti.n.i

‘pkf,i

S;

Pi

Meart number of packets in a passing packet train at

node i

1

‘*&’”i = 1 –Cw,i
(13)

Mean length of passing packet train at node i

l~j~,i = lp~,in~i.,i (14)

Probability that an idle symbol passing through node i is

directly followed by a packet

Mean transmit queue service time at nodle i

S;= (l–Pj)U~m,j[LpM,i + (Cpw,i – ‘pkf,i)zfmin,il

+ l.md ( l+ppkr, iLa”n, i )

Utilization of transmit queue at node i

pi= LjSi

Calculating new coupling probabilities:

Clink,i

F.m,i

Puncouple

Fold

c w., i

(15)

(16)

(17)

Probability that packet on node i’s output Iii immedi-

ately follows its predecessor

C,i&j =
1

(nPm + 1) [
~s,icpass,i

1

J+ [pi+(l–pi)UpS,il+p#f, ilKti (18)

Mean number of “following” packets entering stripper i

per stripped packet

[1kill,
Fim,i= Clti,i_l ~.+ r

I rcv,i
(19)

Probability a stripped packet at node i causes the fol-

lowing packet to become unmuple~ given there is a
following packet

‘mcoup’ei=[~ifir~ngJ:rrm’il’20)
Mean number of “following” packets leaving stripper i

per stripped packet

F~W,i= (l_Ctiti,i_l )2Fi.,i + Cliti,i_l (l_C1i&,i_l)(Fiz,i _ 1)

+ C~ti,i.l (Fifl,i _ 1 _ PWc~.,i)

“)+ (1_C/iti,i-l )Cjink,i-1 (Fin,i – P.nCOwI.,t (21)

Probability that passing packet at node i immediately

follows its predecessor

(22)
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Calculating final model outputs: Bi

v pkf,i Variance of passing packet length at node i

1
Vp~,i= —

[
ra,i(L2ti-lph,i)2 +

rPJ,i .

V*~in,i

Y’fype,i

v add?,i

V*~,i

Vi

Ci

Qi

Li

w,

J~&r,i(l*-1pti,i)2 + rech.,i(~..h.-~pti,i)’ (23)

Variance of passing packet train length at node i

Constant multiplier for approximate variance calcula- ‘i

tion

(l–pi)U~,,,i[Lp~,i + (Cp~,i ‘P*,i)l*~.,i]
+ l~p~Pp~,il~~~,i

Vlype,i =
lrypcppkt,ilw&t,i

(25)

where type E { addr, data ] Ri

Variance of service time for an address packet injected

at node i
Variance of service time for a data packet injected at

node i

Overall variance of service time for an packet injected

at node i

Vi = f@(V*,i +S*~,i2)

+ f*r(V~~,j +S’*,i2) – Si2 (27)

Coefficient of variation of Si

R

Ci = Si

Mean transmit queue length at node i

~ = ~,+ Piz (1+ci2)
i,

2(1–pi)

Mean residual life of transmit queue

node i

Vi+ Si2
Li=_

Di

(28)

(29)

service time at

(30)

Mean wait time in transmit queue at node i

Wi = (Qi–pi)Si + piLi (31)

Mean backlog at node i seen by a passing packet

[

Bi = (l_pi)Up,=,i(Cw,i –P@i~s.tinmaim,i

Mean transit time for node i (once transmission begins)

Ti = 1 + ‘W;= + t~~e + 1=~~j-l+~ij~(I +T.i,. +twrse+BJ (33)
j~” k=i+l

(mafN)

Mean response time of a packet transmission tlom node
i

Ri = Wi + (l-pi)Uw~.,iLx,i + Z’i (34)
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